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Sa Campa $d Arawakan $e EC Peru $f 33,000 $g Merritt Ruhlen $g Jim Lorentz (review)

$a Dirks, Sylvester $b 1953 $c Campa (Arawak) Phonemes $d UAL 19.302-304 $q informant $r six
months

$a INTONATION $A "Interrogation is generally indicated merely by an intonational feature of the
raising of the voice at the end of the utterance. In ordinary narration the voice drops
slightly at the end of each sentence. A very pronounced intonational feature is the elevation
of the voice for a whole sentence or two to express disapproval or surprise. Men sometimes
utter such sentences in falsetto. When speaking to a person from a distance, brief sentences
are employed with a rhythmic raising and lowering of pitch." (p. 303)

$a MORPHEME STRUCTURE $A "Simple stems consist of one, two, three, and occasionally of four
syllables. There are also longer compounds and reduplicated stems. Affixal morphemes are
generally monosyllabic although a few disyllabic ones have been identified. Certain morphemes,
however, consist of only a single vowel or consonant and so comprise only the nuclear or
marginal part of a syllable." (p. 304)

$a PHONOLOGICAL UORD $A medial CC: nasal + homorganic stop or affricate

$a STRESS $A "Stress tends to fall on the penult but thus far no rule has been found to account
for the numerous exceptions.... Stress will probably prove to be phonemic." (p. 303)

'

$a SYLLABLE $A (C)VCVHC) $A initial C* all C $A final Ci nasals $A VV clusters: all but /a/ +
/e/; identical VV are infrequent (p. 304)

$A The stops and affricates are "slightly aspirated." (p. 302)

$A Dirks uses the term "alveopalatal" but symbolizes /c-palatoalveolar/ and t j-palatoalveolarl
with "t" or "d" followed by a raised "y," the usual symbol for a palatalized "t" or "d."

$A /c-palatoalveolar/ "occurs much less frequently than the other phonemes of this IstopJ
series and... is limited to word-medial position." (p. 302)

$A 'Vn-palatoalveolar/ is relatively infrequent." (p. 302)

$A "Preceding word initial and following word final vowels there is a conspicuous but
non-phonemic /glottal stop/." (p. 303) This /glottal stop/ occurs very frequently since, as
Dirks adds: "in Campa all words end in open syllables and... a sizeable proportion of them also
begin with a vowel." (p. 303)

$A "In ordinary speech a brief, non-phonemic, non-syllabic vocoid twl develops between the two
members of the monosyllabic vowel cluster /o.a/."

$A The stops (but not the affricates) are voiced after nasals. "However, in the second syllable
of dissyllabic words in which stress falls on the first syllable this variation does not
occur," (p. 302)
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925 61 $A /k/ is labialized "preceded by /o/ and followed by /a/." (p. 302)

925 62 $A /n/ is realized as tengl "before /k/." (p. 302)

925 63 $A /i, e/ are realized as [iota, e-midl "before nasal consonants." (p. 303)

925 64 $A "In the rare vowel sequence /a.o/, /o/ tends to be raised to high open position." (p. 303)

925 65 $A /i/ may be voiceless in word final position.


